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Genetic variation in Scandinavian brown trout (Salmo trutta L.): evidence of distinct sympatric populations

F. ALLENDORF,1 N. RYMAN, A. STENNEK AND G. STAHL

Institute of Genetics, University of Stockholm, Sweden
Department of Genetics, University of Århus, Denmark

Large differences in certain morphological traits between populations of brown trout (Salmo trutta L.) in the lakes of northern Sweden led us to initiate an electrophoretic examination in an effort to understand the genetic structure of these populations. A total of 549 brown trout from four lakes were examined at 10 electrophoretically detected loci. Genetic variation was found at only three loci, coding for lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), alpha-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (AGP), and creatine phosphokinase (CPK). A total absence of heterozygotes at the LDH-I locus in Lake Bunnersjöarna, coupled with significant correlations between LDH-I type and both CPK-I allele frequencies and body size, is interpreted as evidence of two genetically isolated populations of brown trout in this lake. This finding, in addition to large allele frequency differences between brown trout from different lakes, is evidence of a large amount of genetic differentiation in these populations within a small geographical area. The implications of these results are discussed from both an evolutionary and a fishery management perspective. Further studies are planned to determine if these two sympatric populations are representatives of two widespread sibling species or are a locally evolved phenomenon. We also intend to detail the biochemical genetic, behavioral, and ecological differences between the two distinct populations in Lake Bunnersjöarna.

The pattern of genetic diversity present in fish species of the family Salmonidae presents the evolutionary biologist with a special problem. The repeated advance and retreat of glaciation in the northern hemisphere has created a situation in which the isolation of populations of fish for periods of approximately 1000 years is followed by the secondary contact of these populations during reinvasion of the previously glaciated waters (Behnke 1972). Another complicating factor in salmonid systematics is the tendency for salmonids to evolve genetically discrete, ecologically specialized populations, which are differentiated on the basis of such life-history characters as time and place of spawning (reviewed by Behnke 1972). The strong homing behavior of most salmonids is an important factor in the maintenance of this genetic diversity. The overall result of these factors is the present existence of reproductively isolated sympatric populations within a number of salmonid species (Behnke 1972; Nyman 1972; Svärdson 1970).

The pattern of genetic diversity present in these populations makes it virtually impossible to classify them by means of the binomial system of nomenclature, reflecting the genetic diversity and evolutionary relationships of the populations. As pointed out by Behnke (1972), the current taxonomic designation of a species may include "a multitude of populations with actual or potential reproductive isolation and diverse life histories". Behnke has also emphasized the fact that such a system of classification has the danger of promoting the typological species concept among fishery biologists so that the actual range of genetic diversity present within a species is neither comprehended nor preserved.

The temporally fluctuating isolation caused by glaciation may bring about the recontact of formerly isolated populations before efficient reproductive isolating mechanisms have evolved. Such zones of secondary contact between allopatrically evolved populations are of major interest to the evolutionary
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geneticist. The present techniques of electrophoresis allow the detailed examination of the interaction of such populations, including an estimation of both the initial genetic divergence present and the patterns of introgression of alleles between the former isolates.

The existence of genetically distinct sympatric populations also presents an important problem to those responsible for the management of fish populations. Many unique and potentially valuable gene pools have been lost by improper management. BEHNKE has estimated that 99%, of the original populations of cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki) in the interior of the U.S.A. have been lost in the last 100 years (BEHNKE 1968). Electrophoresis provides an effective tool for delineating the genetic diversity present within a species. Such an understanding is necessary if fish management programs are going to take advantage of potentially useful ecological adaptations in future fish management and breeding programs.

Many of the distinct life history patterns differing between populations of fish are potentially very important from the perspective of fish management (e.g. age at maturity, maximum life span, habitat and food preference, and growth rate). Within many species there are considerable phenotypic differences between different natural populations. Usually the most striking variation is in body size but differences in other characters such as body shape, color and spawning age are also common. In Scandinavia, the variation in body size is most accentuated in species of brown trout (Salmo trutta L.), char (Salvelinus spp.), perch (Perca fluviatilis L.) and whitefish (Coregonus spp.), which often occur in dwarfed and low yielding populations of poor economic value.

Very little is known about the causes of these differences in size distribution in wild populations of fish. The effect of the environment has been examined in several transplantation experiments where fish have been removed from "good" environments to "bad" ones and vice versa (ALM 1946, 1949, 1959). In all of these transplantation experiments environmental effects were observed. The results do not explain, however, why closely located and environmentally very similar lakes often exhibit populations of the same species with quite different size distributions. Furthermore, temporal changes in size distribution are sometimes observed within populations of such species as the brown trout in very remote and virgin lakes in the Norwegian and Swedish alpine areas.

In char and whitefish the differences in population structure have been explained by the species being subdivided into several sibling species, which in some lakes occur sympatrically (NYMAN 1972; SVÄRDSON 1970). However, as shown by LINDSTRÖM (1973), there is no systematic difference between the size distributions of the different whitefish sibling species. Therefore the existence of sibling species can only partly explain the population differences within a species complex.

The genetic components of growth rate and body size have been examined in several domesticated fish species such as the carp (ČERFEŠ 1972; KIRPICHNIKOV 1968; MOAV et al. 1975; NENASHEV 1966; WOLFARTH et al. 1975), guppy (RYMAN 1972b, 1973), rainbow trout (DONALDSON and OLSON 1955) and Atlantic salmon (RYMAN 1972a, 1973). Very little, however, is known about the genetic basis of the morphological differences between wild populations of fish.

The aim of the present investigation is to estimate, from electrophoretic data, the degree of genetic variation between populations of brown trout showing considerable morphological differences between different populations. The determination of the genetic diversity will help in the understanding of the existing phenotypic differences. As discussed previously, this diversity is an important consideration from both an evolutionary and a fishery management perspective.

The brown trout was chosen for several reasons. This species is represented by three ecological forms — anadromous, lacustrine, and fluviatile (BEHNKE 1972). Our initial interest is concentrated on the populations of the lacustrine brown trout in the mountain lakes of Sweden. This group of populations exhibits considerable phenotypic differences between populations in regard to body size as well as other morphological characters. In addition, they have a wide geographical distribution, occurring in virgin lakes of the alpine areas as well as in the lakes of the coastal region.

Materials

Sample collection

Several lakes of the alpine areas of Jämtland county in the middle of Sweden were sampled. The lakes described in the present report are Lake Bunnsjöarna, Lake Lågsjön, Lake Trollsvatnet, and Lake Övre Hemşjön. The geographic locations of the lakes are shown on the map in Fig. 1, which also shows the main drainage systems. All the lakes are very isolated, with the only access being a walk of at least one day from the nearest road. They are quite pristine, and as
far as known, no planting of fish has been carried out in any of them. As indicated by the Swedish name (plural) Lake Bunnarsjöarna is in reality two different lakes; these will be referred to as the northern and the southern lakes of Lake Bunnarsjöarna. They are connected through a 50 m long non-flowing channel with a depth of about 1 m. Both lakes have an area of approximately one half square kilometer. The southern lake is very shallow (0.5 m) with a deeper hole only in the middle of it; the northern lake is deeper (2 m) and is largely without shallow banks.

The majority of the fish were caught with gill nets of varying mesh sizes, except for Lake Trollsvattnet where all sampling was performed by angling. A section of skeletal muscle was cut off behind the head of every specimen and brought to the laboratory for freezing (−60 C). Sexing, otolith preparation, and length and weight measurements were performed in the field. The sampling was carried out during the summer 1975, and the electrophoretic analysis during the autumn the same year. Sampling at each lake took several days; during that time, the samples were kept in snow, if available, or buried in the ground. In this way samples from the fish first caught sometimes were kept up to six days before they reached the freezer. However, there were no detectable differences with regard to enzyme activity between samples stored for different periods in the field.

**Electrophoresis**

Muscle extracts were prepared and horizontal starch gel electrophoresis was accomplished following the methods of Utter et al. (1974). Gels were made using 14% starch in a buffer consisting of 99% tris (0.03 M) and citric acid (0.005 M) and 1% of the bridge buffer. The bridge buffer consisted of lithium hydroxide (0.06 M) and boric acid (0.03 M) (Ridgway et al. 1970). A potential of 200 volts was applied across the gel until the borate boundary was 6 cm from the origin, i.e. about three hours. The gels were cooled on the bottom with cooling plates in which water at 5°C circulated.

The staining solutions for the enzymes alpha-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (AGP), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and malate dehydrogenase (MDH) consisted of 100 ml of the gel buffer described above, 15 mg NAD, 15 mg p-nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT), 10 mg phenazine methosulfate (PMS), and the appropriate substrate. The substrates used for these enzyme staining solutions were 50 mg DL-alpha-glycerophosphate, 20 ml 0.5 M DL-sodium lactate, and 20 ml 0.5 M DL-sodium malate respectively. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity was best visible as a heavy white negative staining band on gels stained for MDH. Aspartate aminotransferase (AAT) activity was stained for using the method of Johnson et al. (1972). Specific creatine phosphokinase (CPK) activity was stained for with a solution consisting of 100 ml of the gel buffer previously described, 15 mg NADP, 15 mg NBT, 10 mg PMS, 500 mg creatine phosphate, 30 mg adenosine diphosphate, 20 mg glucose, 100 units of hexokinase, and 20 units of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase. As reported previously (Utter et al. 1973; Gosselin-Rey et al. 1968), CPK is a major protein component of fish muscle extracts and can be scored for on a starch gel using a general protein stain. In the course
of this study CPK was routinely visualized on the gels using a general protein stain consisting of a 1:1:4:5 amidoback solution in an acetic acid—methanol—water mixture. This same mixture without the amidoback was used for destaining the gels.

Results

Description of genetic systems

The extensive gene duplication found in salmonids often confounds the genetic interpretation of observed electrophoretic variation. Because of the critical importance of understanding this genetic basis one of the authors (FWA) has been involved in a series of inheritance studies directed towards the identification of the genetic control of polymorphic loci in salmonids (Allendorf and Utter 1973, 1976; Utter et al. 1973; Allendorf et al. 1975). Although these inheritance experiments have not involved the brown trout there is sufficient homology of the biochemical genetic systems involved to allow direct extrapolation of the results with other Salmo species to the brown trout.

A brief examination of the literature will reveal a wide range of systems of nomenclature used to describe electrophoretically detected genetic variation. In the present paper, we have adopted a system as proposed by Utter and Allendorf (1976) for the description of such genetic systems in populations of fish.

This proposed uniform system of nomenclature is similar to that used by Richmond (1972). An abbreviation is chosen to designate each protein; when in italics, these same abbreviations represent the loci coding for these proteins. In the case of multiple forms of the same enzyme, a hyphenated numeral is included; the form with the least anodal migration is designated one, the next two, and so on. Allelic variants are designated according to their relative electrophoretic mobility. One allele (generally the most common one) is arbitrarily designated 100. This unit distance represents the migration distance of the isozyme coded for by this allele. Other alleles are then assigned a numerical value representing their mobility relative to this unit distance. Thus an allele of the most cathodal LDH locus coding for an enzyme migrating one-half as far as the common allele would be designated LDH-1(50).

The dimeric enzyme AGP was found to be coded for by a single polymorphic locus in the brown trout. During this work the buffer system described in this paper was used. The two alleles found at this locus were AGP(100) and AGP(50). The enzyme SOD has also been shown to be coded for by a single locus in other salmonid species (Utter et al. 1973). However, no variants were observed for SOD in the course of the present study.

The muscle form of MDH, designated MDH-B (Bailey et al. 1970), has been shown to be coded for by two disomic loci having common alleles of identical electrophoretic mobility in the rainbow trout (Allendorf et al. 1974). No variants were found in the populations reported in this paper. However, a variant allele, MDH-3(80), was seen in a preliminary examination of a brown trout population not included in this report.

The supernatant form of AAT has been shown to be coded for by two disomic loci in salmonids (Schmidtke and Engel 1972; Allendorf and Utter 1976). This enzyme has been found to be very labile under storage conditions (May et al. 1975). Reliable phenotypes could not be obtained during the major part of the electrophoretic examination reported in this paper. However, a preliminary survey revealed a polymorphism for this enzyme with the variant allele being AAT-1(119).

Previous reports have shown LDH to be coded for by five loci in salmonids (Wright et al. 1975). All of these loci except for the locus expressed only in the eye (LDH-5) were examined in the present study. The only phenotypic variation observed was for the LDH-1 locus as shown in Fig. 2. The variant allele at LDH-1 causing this phenotypic variation could either be a null allele (i.e. an allele not producing an active enzyme subunit) or an allele with
mobility identical to that of the common allele of LDH-2. For the sake of simplicity, we have designated this allele under the assumption that it has a mobility identical to that of the common LDH-2 allele.

The LDH-1 and 2 loci together produce the predominant LDH found in the muscle of salmonids and for this reason are commonly referred to as the muscle LDH loci (Wright et al. 1975). The variant single banded muscle LDH phenotype was first found in Lake Bunnarsjöarna where it and the five banded phenotype were at approximately equal frequencies. No intermediate types were observed that could be interpreted as heterozygotes (i.e. LDH-I(100/240).

It has been reported that the LDH-I subunits are not as strongly expressed as those of LDH-2 (Utter et al. 1973); our results confirm this observation in that the LDH-2 homotetrameric isozyme was always much darker staining than that of the LDH-1 homotetramer (see Fig. 2). The phenotype expected of a LDH-I(100/240) heterozygote would be multiple banded but would have a dramatic shift in the pattern towards the LDH-2 homotetramer. Such a phenotype was not seen; the multiple-banded muscle LDH types in Lake Bunnarsjöarna were identical to those in lakes in which the single-banded muscle LDH type was not found. If the fish in Lake Bunnarsjöarna were a single panmictic population so that this polymorphism was in Hardy-Weinberg proportions, these heterozygotes would be expected at a frequency of approximately 40%.

On this basis, it was concluded that the fish sampled from Lake Bunnarsjöarna represented two separate populations with very little (if any) hybridization between the two groups. Subsequent differences between these two groups in allele frequencies at another locus and in body size support this concept.

The dimeric enzyme CPK in salmonids has been found to be coded for by two gene loci in both Salmo and Onchorhynchus species (Allendorf, Utter and May, in prep.). These authors have presented a model based on inheritance studies and previous biochemical reports (Eppenberger et al. 1971) of two loci, each of which produces an enzyme subunit which does not form heterodimers with the products of the other locus. However, the active enzyme produced by each locus is altered in vivo so that each allele is represented by two electrophoretically distinct bands.

The common three-banded CPK type seen in brown trout (Fig. 3) is identical to that seen in rainbow trout. This type is assumed to be the result of two loci with the middle band representing two isozymes with identical mobility, in that the fast isozyme produced by CPK-I has the same mobility as the slow CPK-2 isozyme. The two-banded types seen in Fig. 3 are interpreted as homozygotes for a CPK-I allele which is either a null allele or has the same mobility as the common CPK-2 allele. The heterozygote for this locus, CPK-I(100/115), should also have three bands but should have a shift in relative activity so that the slowest band is much reduced in activity compared to the CPK-I(100/100) homozygote. Although these types could be identified as shown in Fig. 3, they could not be reliably routinely scored on the basis of this slight quantitative difference. Therefore, the frequency of the variant allele was estimated by assuming Hardy-Weinberg proportions and letting the frequency of CPK-I(115) equal the square root of the frequency of the CPK-I(115/115) genotype in the sample.

Because of the nature of the additional gene duplication found in salmonids it is not surprising to find the situations as described here for both LDH and CPK. A significant portion of the loci so far examined in salmonids show no evidence of duplica-
Table 1. Comparisons of the frequencies of CPK-I(115/115) homozygotes, mean lengths (cm) and mean weights (g) among the two LDH-I genotypes found in the two lakes comprising Lake Bunneråsjoarna

The standard errors of the means are given within brackets. The χ²-values connected with the lengths and weights refer to nonparametric comparisons of the corresponding distributions with regard to the quartiles in the pooled material. The asterisks indicate the level of significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LDH-I(100/100)</th>
<th>LDH-I(240/240)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of CPK-I(115/115)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>35.0 (±1.0)</td>
<td>32.3 (±1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>32.6 (±0.7)</td>
<td>29.9 (±0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33.8 (±0.7)</td>
<td>30.6 (±0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>417 (±31)</td>
<td>358 (±46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>349 (±21)</td>
<td>275 (±18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>386 (±20)</td>
<td>299 (±19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of fish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tion (ALLENDORF et al. 1975). Under the assumption that all salmonid loci were duplicated by a tetraploid event (OHNO 1974), the simplest explanation of this loss of a locus is the fixation of a null allele at one of the duplicated loci. Therefore, the finding of possible null alleles at the frequencies found for LDH-I and CPK-I is not unexpected. On the other hand, there are many examples of distinct duplicate loci in salmonids sharing electrophoretically identical alleles e.g. MDH in rainbow trout (ALLENDORF et al. 1974) and AAT in cutthroat trout (ALLENDORF and UTTER 1976). It is therefore also not unexpected to find possible shared alleles such as those postulated at the duplicated LDH and CPK loci. It is not possible (at this time) to distinguish between the two possible models (i.e. a null allele or shared alleles) which can explain the phenotypic variation for LDH and CPK.

Population differences

No genetic variants were seen in the populations reported in this paper for the following loci — CPK-2, LDH-2, LDH-3, LDH-4, MDH-3, MDH-4, and SOD.

As mentioned previously, only two LDH-I phenotypes were found, interpreted as the homozygotes of the 100 and 240 alleles, respectively. The intermediate frequencies of these two LDH types in Lake Bunneråsjoarna permits a comparison of other characters between these two types. A comparison of the length and weight distributions and the frequency of the CPK-I (115/115) types in these two groups is presented in Table 1. Several important points can be concluded from these data. There is a non-random distribution of the two groups in the two connected lakes. This difference appears to be caused simply by the tendency for smaller fish, both within and between groups, to be found in the shallow southern lake. There is a highly significant (P<0.001) difference in the frequency of the CPK-I types between the two LDH-I groups. There are no significant differences, however, between fish of the same group in different lakes with regard to the frequency of the CPK-I (115/115) genotypes.

A highly interesting observation is the large difference in size between the two LDH-I groups as shown in this table. The weight distribution of all of the fish caught in Lake Bunneråsjoarna is shown in Fig. 4a. This distribution appears to be bimodal. This bimodality becomes more striking, however, when the weight distributions of the two LDH-I groups are plotted separately as in Fig. 4b. The mean difference of these two groups were statistically significant when compared in parametric tests. Because of the skewed distributions, however, these distributions were also compared non-parametrically. Tests of independence, with regard to the distributions around the quartiles revealed significant differences between the two groups (P<0.001).

Additional statistical examination of these data
revealed no differences in body size between the CPK-1 phenotypes. All of the variation seemed also to be quite independent of sex. The mean ages, as read from the otoliths, were 6.0 and 6.5 years for the LDH-I(100/100) and (240/240) homozygotes, respectively. Thus, the weight differences can not simply be explained by the group with the larger mean weight being older.

The consistent differences between the two LDH-I groups support the interpretation that these two phenotypes correspond to the homozygotes of the two different alleles. Thus, the fish caught in the northern as well as in the southern part of Lake Bunnerrjöarna seem to be a mixture of two genetically distinct populations, characterized by an absolute difference with respect to the LDH-I alleles and by frequency differences with regard to the CPK-1 alleles and size distribution.

Two individuals of the LDH-I(240/240) type were also found in Lake Lågsjön. As in Lake Bunnerrjöarna, no intermediate LDH-I phenotypes were seen in this lake. This finding may indicate the existence of two different populations also in Lake Lågsjön. Therefore, in the presentation of the allele frequency estimates in different populations (Table 2) the fish from Lake Lågsjön as well as from Lake Bunnerrjöarna were separated with regard to the LDH-I pattern. As can be seen from Table 2, however, the two specimens homozygous for the LDH-I (240) allele in Lake Lågsjön were of the same phenotype with regard to CPK-1 and AGP as the rest of the fish in that lake.

The allele frequency estimates for all populations at the loci LDH-I, AGP, and CPK-1 are presented in Table 2. These present data no doubt provide a very

Table 2. Allele frequencies in different populations

The frequencies of the CPK-1 alleles were estimated from the square root of the frequency of 115 115-homozygotes while the AGP-frequencies were estimated from direct “allele counting”. n = number of fish. The populations of Lake Bunningjöarna and Lake Lågsjön were separated with regard to the LDH-I genotypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>LDH-I</th>
<th>CPK-1</th>
<th>AGP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>100 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Bunningjöarna</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Lågsjön</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Övre Hemsjön</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
limited view of the genetic variation present in the brown trout populations of this overall geographic area. Further studies, including both additional loci and additional lakes, are needed to gain an accurate picture of the amount and patterns of genetic diversity present in these populations. Even these very limited data, however, provide evidence for a great deal of genetic heterogeneity among these populations. The allele frequency for \( \text{CPK-I}(100) \) in the few populations examined varies between 0.52 and 1.00; likewise the allele frequency for \( \text{AGP}(100) \) varies between 0.75 and 1.00. These differences, coupled with the two genetically distinct populations in Lake Bunnersjöarna, reveal the presence of considerable genetic differentiation among these populations.

**Discussion**

The most important conclusion reached in this paper is the existence of two genetically isolated populations of brown trout in both parts of a twin lake. A large part of the evidence for this conclusion, however, is based on the interpretation of electrophoretic phenotypes confounded by duplicate loci. Controlled inheritance experiments are needed to confirm our genetic interpretations, especially for the LDH phenotypes.

It may be worthwhile to examine these data considering the possibility that our interpretation of the LDH phenotypes is wrong, i.e. the heterozygotes for \( \text{LDH-I} \) are present in Lake Bunnersjöarna but for some reason they are not detectable by our screening procedure. One possible explanation of how this could occur is a polymorphism for a recessive suppressor at a locus involved in the regulation of \( \text{LDH-I} \). Because of the substantial regulatory differentiation of the duplicated LDH loci in salmonids (see Markert et al. 1975), the possibility of polymorphisms at regulatory loci, as well as structural loci, should be kept in mind.

If we ignore the absence of \( \text{LDH-I} \) heterozygotes, and assume the fish sampled from Lake Bunnersjöarna are from a single panmictic population, we still have to consider the significant associations between \( \text{LDH-I} \) phenotype and both weight and \( \text{CPK-I} \) allele frequencies. The weight difference between these two groups is on the order of 300 g. Since body size is a polygenic trait it is reasonable to assume that this size difference reflects genetic differences at multiple loci. It is difficult to accept that a single difference at an isozyme locus could have such a large effect on a polygenic trait such as body size. This difference, combined with the non-random association of \( \text{LDH-I} \) and \( \text{CPK-I} \) types, leads to the conclusion that these two groups of fish differ at many loci. Therefore, even when we ignore the absence of \( \text{LDH-I} \) heterozygotes, the differences found in these fish appear to indicate the existence of two genetically distinct populations within this lake.

This paper has presented evidence of two genetically distinct populations of brown trout within a single lake on the basis of allele frequencies and size distribution. Although of interest in itself, this observation is more important in terms of possible future studies based on this initial finding. Are these two populations representatives of two widespread sibling species or are they a restricted locally evolved phenomenon? A more extensive analysis of a series of diverse brown trout populations is required to answer this question.

Regardless of whether these two populations represent widespread sibling species or are a local phenomenon, the study of the interactions between these populations is of great interest. What are the mechanisms of genetic isolation? Is there any gene flow between these two populations? If there is, can we gain any information pertaining to the adaptive significance of these allelic variants by a comparison of their relative rates of introgression? If these two isolates represent two widespread sibling species of brown trout, then these questions can be pursued in several different geographical zones of contact.

There is a strong need for a detailed examination of the fish in Lake Bunnersjöarna. We intend that this further examination should include (1) the extension of the number of genetic loci that can be compared between these two groups by electrophoresis, (2) studies detailing possible isolating mechanisms between these two groups, and (3) the identification of any possible ecological specializations that may exist between these groups. The presence of both types of \( \text{LDH-I} \) homozygotes in Lake Lagsojön makes this lake also of interest for further studies.

The understanding of the biological diversity within a species is very important from a fishery management point of view. It is critical to know whether the species in question is separated into different reproductively isolated and ecologically specialized distinct units or not. If the species is separated, how many distinct units are there and in which ways are they different?

A very important consideration is the source of the size difference between the two groups of fish in Lake Bunnersjöarna. Do the fish within these groups have different growth rates or do they have a different...
maximum life span? The fishery management implications of these two possibilities are obviously extremely different.

It may be possible that these two groups represent two ecological specializations. These specializations could depend on such factors as food preferences or spawning place (e.g. stream versus lake spawning). If such large differences exist among these brown trout stocks then it is very important to match the genotype of the planted fish with the particular environment in which they are planted.

Another important management consideration is the effect of hatchery-planted fish on existing native stocks. Such plantings can result in the breakdown of naturally existing reproductive isolating mechanisms (Behnke 1965) and lead to the loss of this genetic diversity and the possible elimination of locally adapted stocks.

The present study has provided some highly interesting results which have a number of important evolutionary and fishery management implications. We intend that the further study of these populations should provide answers to many of the questions that we have raised in this paper.
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